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The Adventures of Super Stew
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century Russia provide the base for a
sweeping epic overview of human striving, folly and hope. First published in 1880,
The Brothers Karamazov is a landmark work in every respect. Revolving around
shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the fates of his three sons, each of
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whom has fortunes entwined with the others. The eldest son, Dimitri, seeks an
inheritance from his father and becomes his rival in love. Ivan, the second son, is
so at odds with the world that he is driven near to madness, while the youngest,
Alexi, is a man of faith and a natural optimist. These personalities are drawn out
and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as the author forces upon them
fundamental questions of morality, faith, reason and responsibility. This charged
situation is pushed to its limit by the addition of the unthinkable, murder and
possible patricide. Using shifting viewpoints and delving into the minds of his
characters, Dostoevsky adopted fresh techniques to tell his wide-reaching story
with power and startling effectiveness. The Brothers Karamazov remains one of the
most respected and celebrated novels in all literature and continues to reward
readers beyond expectation. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is both modern and
readable.

Get Lucky
Journey to the Center of Santorini, Greece! "Greece is the most magical place on
Earth." -Kylie Bax And a vacation in the Greek Islands will cast a magical spell it'll
take you weeks to recover from! For a limited time, Passport to European Travel
Guides offers this comprehensive, yet quick and concise, 5-day guide to Santorinione of the most beautiful locales on earth! 5-Day Travel Guide to Unforgettable
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Greek Travel Have no idea where to start? Or maybe you have some idea but could
use a treasure trove of great insider tips? Well, read on! You see, we know your trip
begins long before you even book the flight, so this guide is chock full of dynamite
tips on everything you need to know BEFORE you go-and much, much more you'll
thank us for! Passport to European Travel Guides Features: * Dynamite Insider Tipsfor tourists! We give you the scoop on everything from local etiquette to saving
money! * 5-Day Suggested Itinerary-cover the best spots the city has to offer in 5
magical days! * Luxury Sleeps, Luxury Eats-our best recommendations for ultimate
luxury in Santorini * Budget Sleeps, Budget Eats-best spots for travelers on a
budget * Map-of Santorini * City Snapshot-language, currency, airports, country
code + more! * Before You Go-there are some things you need to know! * Getting
in the Mood-with a few great films and books to enjoy before you go! * Local
Tourist Information-where to find it once you're on the ground in Greece *
Overview-of Santorini * Greek Phrases For Emergencies-least you'll know how to
holler, "Help!" * Climate + Best Times to Travel-to Santorini * All About Tours-By
bike, boat, bus or special interest and walking tours + our top recommendations
with links and more! * Santorini Nightlife-the best bars, clubs, live music, theater
and dancing * Lots more-we aim to get you in the know!

Make Way for Sam Houston
Wanting her could destroy us.Touching her could start a war.But the consequences
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stopped mattering the moment we knew she’d be ours.Now sharing her is our
obsession, and we won’t be stopped.

Half Magic
Ann Hamilton's family has moved to the western frontier of Pennsylvania, and she
misses her old home in Gettysburg. There are no girls her age on Hamilton Hill, and
life is hard. But when the Hamiltons survive a terrible storm and receive a surprise
visit from George Washington, Ann realizes that pioneer life is exciting and special.

Homesick
This biography of Elizabeth Cady Stanton is as spirited as the women's rights
pioneer herself. Who says women shouldn't speak in public? And why can't they
vote? These are questions Elizabeth Cady Stanton grew up asking herself. Her
father believed that girls didn't count as much as boys, and her own husband once
got so embarrassed when she spoke at a convention that he left town. Luckily
Lizzie wasn't one to let society stop her from fighting for equality for everyone. And
though she didn't live long enough to see women get to vote, our entire country
benefited from her fight for women's rights. "Fritz imparts not just a sense of
Stanton's accomplishments but a picture of the greater society Stanton strove to
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change. Highly entertaining and enlightening." — Publishers Weekly (starred
review) "This objective depiction of Stanton's life and times makes readers feel
invested in her struggle." — School Library Journal (starred review) "An accessible,
fascinating portrait." — The Horn Book

The King of Madison Avenue
In the days before microphones and TV interviews, getting people to listen to you
was not an easy task. But James Madison used his quiet eloquence, intelligence
and passion for unified colonies to help shape the Constitution, steer America
through the turmoil of two wars, and ensure that our government, and nation,
remained intact. "An excellent, fascinating, indispensable resource." —Kirkus
Reviews, pointer review "The book is rich in the sort of detail that illuminates the
man, but is not limited to personal information; a great deal of government history
is woven into the biography." —Horn Book, starred review "Fritz has given a vivid
picture of the man and an equally vivid picture of the problems that faced the
leaders of the new nation in the formative years." —The Bulletin of the Center for
Children?s Books, starred review "Young readers will feel like they know the 'Great
Little Madison' very well." —School Library Journal

James Madison
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One month after her wedding day, thirty-three-year-old Cami Walker was
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, and the life she knew changed forever. Cami was
soon in and out of L.A.s emergency rooms with alarming frequency as she battled
the neurological condition that left her barely able to walk and put enormous stress
on her marriage. Each day brought new negative thoughts: Im going to end up in a
wheelchair. Marks probably going to leave me. My life is over. Why did this have to
happen to me? Then, as a remedy for her condition, Cami received an uncommon
prescription from a friend, an African medicine woman named Mbali Creazzo: Give
away 29 gifts in 29 days. By giving, Mbali told her, you are focusing on what you
have to offer others, inviting more abundance into your life. The gifts, she said,
could be anything, but their giving had to be both authentic and mindful. At least
one gift needed to be something she felt was scarce in her life. 29 Gifts is Camis
poignant and unforgettable story of embracing the natural process of giving and
receiving. Many of her gifts were simplea phone call, spare change, even a
Kleenex. Yet the acts of kindness were transformative. By Day 29, not only had her
health and happiness turned around, but she had also embarked on creating a
worldwide giving movement. Including personal essays from members of the 29
Gifts.org online community whose lives changed for the better after taking the
Challenge, 29 Gifts shows just how a simple, daily practice of altruism can
dramatically alter your outlook on the world.

A Night in Santa's Great Big Bag
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Capturing his sense of humor and humanness, Jean Fritz makes Sam Houston not
just a figure, but a personality, set against the dramatic backdrop of our country in
pre-Civil War times.

The Great Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
"It is [Tom] Peters—as consultant, writer, columnist, seminar lecturer, and stage
performer—whose energy, style, influence, and ideas have [most] shaped new
management thinking.” —Movers and Shakers: The 100 Most Influential Figures in
Modern Business “We live in a Tom Peters world.” —Fortune Magazine Business
uber-guru Tom Peters is back with his first book in a decade, The Little Big Things.
In this age of economic recession and financial uncertainty, the patented Peters
approach to business and management—no-nonsense, witty, down-to-earth,
insightful—is more pertinent now than ever. As essential for small-business owners
as it is for the heads of major corporations, The Little Big Things is a rousing call-toarms to American business to get “back to the basics” of running a successful
enterprise.

Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great
From the strange case of 'The Red-Headed League' to the extraordinary tale of
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'The Engineer's Thumb', Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr Watson grapple with
treachery, murder, and ingenious crimes of all kinds. But no case is too challening
for the immortal detective's unique power of deduction.

Chicken Sunday
Fall in love with one of the bestselling novels of all time -- the legendary love story
that became a beloved film starring Clint Eastwood and Meryl Streep. If you've
ever experienced the one true love of your life, a love that for some reason could
never be, you will understand why readers all over the world are so moved by this
small, unknown first novel that they became a publishing phenomenon and #1
bestseller. The story of Robert Kincaid, the photographer and free spirit searching
for the covered bridges of Madison County, and Francesca Johnson, the farm wife
waiting for the fulfillment of a girlhood dream, The Bridges of Madison County
gives voice to the longings of men and women everywhere -- and shows us what it
is to love and be loved so intensely that life is never the same again.

Bully!
Zack Finding my teammate in bed with my wife made the decision I had been
fighting with for years easier. It's time to move on. A fresh start and a new NHL
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team in a big city. Most importantly, it's my son Jack's best shot. It would be both
of our best shots. Denise After a bad childhood, I made sure I would succeed. The
problem is I die a little with each patient I lose. It's part of my career at Hudson
Children's Oncology Hospital, but it doesn't make the sting of loss any easier.
Seeking anything other than a life saved isn't on my agenda until a NHL player
walks into my hospital with his son. We're officially off script the moment we meet.
If this love is anything, it's unscripted.

A Long Way from Home
To thank Miss Eula for her wonderful Sunday chicken dinners, three children sell
decorated eggs to buy her a beautiful Easter hat.

You Want Women to Vote, Lizzie Stanton?
As the sole heir to her family’s banking empire, a lot is expected of Madison
Prescott. Falling in love with her childhood friend Ana Perez was not in the cards.
As Madison’s father puts it, “A gay daughter? Married to the maid’s daughter?
Running my company? Over my dead body.” By the time George Prescott dies, it’s
been 15 years since Madison and Ana were ripped apart by his lies. They haven’t
spoken since, but Madison has spent every minute waiting for this day to come.
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Unfortunately, it turns out time doesn’t heal all wounds. Why was Madison willing
to give up everything in the face of her father’s threats, and why can she never tell
Ana the truth about what really separated them? Caught between a present they
can’t trust and a past they can’t forget, Madison and Ana must decide if this is
their second chance, or their final heartbreak.

My Little Pony: The Movie Coloring Book
A sweeping historical novel details three generations of slaves, from Susan and her
daughter Clara to Clara's daughter whose father is never revealed, all of whom
work on the plantation of President James Madison and his wife Dolley, in an
intricately woven tapestry of love, courage, and determination. Reprint.

Something So Unscripted
New York Times bestselling author Brenda Novak returns to Silver Springs, where
no past mistake is so big the heart can’t find a way to fix it. Jada Brooks couldn’t
have known how her life would change when she fell for bad boy Maddox
Richardson back in high school. She couldn’t have known his troubled brother
would leave hers forever crippled. Or that she’d be forced to shun Maddox
completely—only to discover she was carrying his child. Although Maddox was
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devastated by the events that transpired that fateful night, losing Jada was the
worst of it. He’s back in Silver Springs, ready to make amends and provide the kind
of youth outreach that once saved him. If he’d known Jada was in town, too, he
would never have come. Jada has returned to Silver Springs to be with family after
her father’s death. But when she sees Maddox, every tough decision she’s made
concerning their now twelve-year-old daughter begins to haunt her. Falling for him
again is so tempting, but not only does she stand to alienate her family—if he finds
out about Maya, she could lose what matters most.

29 Gifts
Be an active citizen. Know your Constitution! Ever wonder why the president has a
Cabinet? Why there’s such thing as trial by jury? Why someday you’ll have to pay
income tax, or why there are no Dukes, Duchesses, Counts, or Countesses in the
United States? Because the Constitution says so––and so much more. And now, in
The Constitution Decoded, the ideas, concepts, and rules that make America are
unpacked and explained in detail to help all of us, kids and parents too, become
more informed citizens. Written with impeccable clarity and illustrated in a style
that brings America’s early days to life, this fascinating guide goes through the
Constitution literally word by word, sentence by sentence, and idea by idea to give
readers a true understanding of not only how the Framers envisioned the United
States, but also why they made the choices they did. Here’s why, for example, the
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United States has three branches of government—legislative, executive, and
judicial. It explains how bills become laws, why we have the right to free speech,
how we can change the Constitution as our country evolves, and so much more.
Packed with historical context and figures, vocabulary, anecdotes, and trivia, this
book is an accessible yet richly layered work that belongs in every family library.

Lucid
New York Times NOTABLE BOOK OF 2015 "A mesmerizing tale of star-crossed love
and of the dark secrets in a fracturing family . . . This novel is so full of wonders
that it leaves you haunted, amazed, and, like every great read, irrevocably
changed."--Caroline Leavitt, New York Times bestselling author of Pictures of You
The reclusive Harriet Wolf, revered author and family matriarch, has a final
confession-a love story. Years after her death, as her family comes together one
last time, the mystery of Harriet's life hangs in the balance. Does the truth lie in
the rumored final book of the series that made Harriet a world-famous writer, or
will her final confession be lost forever? Harriet Wolf's Seventh Book of Wonders
tells the moving story of the unforgettable Wolf women in four distinct voices: the
mysterious Harriet, who, until now, has never revealed the secrets of her past; her
fiery, overprotective daughter, Eleanor; and her two grown granddaughters--Tilton,
the fragile yet exuberant younger sister, who's become a housebound hermit, and
Ruth, the older sister, who ran away at sixteen and never looked back. When
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Eleanor is hospitalized, Ruth decides it's time to do right by a pact she made with
Tilton long ago: to return home and save her sister. Meanwhile, Harriet whispers
her true life story to the reader. It's a story that spans the entire twentieth century
and is filled with mobsters, outcasts, a lonesome lion, and a home for wayward
women. It's also a tribute to her lifelong love of the boy she met at the Maryland
School for Feeble-minded Children. Harriet Wolf's Seventh Book of Wonders,
Julianna Baggott's most sweeping and mesmerizing novel yet, offers a profound
meditation on motherhood and sisterhood, as well as on the central importance of
stories. It is a novel that affords its characters that rare chance we all long for--the
chance to reimagine the stories of our lives while there's still time.

Unforgettable You
Eleven Madison Park is one of New York City's most popular fine-dining
establishments, and one of only a handful to receive four stars from the New York
Times. Under the leadership of Executive Chef Daniel Humm and General Manager
Will Guidara since 2006, the restaurant has soared to new heights and has become
one of the premier dining destinations in the world. "Eleven Madison Park : the
cookbook" is a sumptuous tribute to the unforgettable experience of dining in the
restaurant, where the latest culinary techniques are married with classical French
cuisine. The book features more than 125 sophisticated recipes, arranged by
season, adapted for the home cook, and accompanied by stunning full-color
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photographs by Francesco Tonelli.

Queen Dolley
Sheila Tubman sometimes wonders who she really is: the outgoing, witty, and
capable Sheila the Great, or the secret Sheila, who's afraid of the dark, spiders,
swimming, and dogs. When her family spends the summer in Tarrytown, Sheila has
to face some of her worst fears. Not only does a dog come with the rented house,
but her parents expect Sheila to take swimming lessons! Sheila does her best to
pretend she's an expert at everything, but she knows she isn't fooling her new best
friend, Mouse Ellis, who happens to be a crackerjack swimmer and a dog lover.
What will it take for Sheila to admit to the Tarrytown kids -- and to herself -- that
she's only human?

Eleven Madison Park: The Next Chapter, Revised and Unlimited
Edition
What if you could dream your way into a different life? What if you could choose to
live that life forever? Sloane and Maggie have never met. Sloane is a straight-A
student with a big and loving family. Maggie lives a glamorously independent life
as an up-and-coming actress in New York. The two girls couldn't be more
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different—except for one thing. They share a secret that they can't tell a soul. At
night, they dream that they're each other. The deeper they're pulled into the
promise of their own lives, the more their worlds begin to blur dangerously
together. Before long, Sloane and Maggie can no longer tell which life is real and
which is just a dream. They realize that eventually they will have to choose one life
to wake up to, or risk spiraling into insanity. But that means giving up one world,
one love, and one self, forever. This is a dazzling debut that will steal readers'
hearts.

Harriet Wolf's Seventh Book of Wonders
A children's tale chronicling the adventures of a miniature schnauzer, Stewie Super Stew - as he travels to 'Rainbow Bridge'.

The Brothers Karamazov
In Forget Her Not, Samantha King is the only one who knows she doesn’t have it all
(unless you count her mother and sister, which she doesn’t). When it comes to
men, Sam won’t make time for anything more than a one-night stand. No
commitments, no connections. Everything changes the morning she wakes up next
to a woman for the first time, except Sam can’t actually remember what
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happened. But the undeniably gorgeous Mia Rossi isn’t going to let her ignore the
passion they shared. For Sam, the night she can’t remember turns out to be
impossible to forget. In Forget Her Never, Abby Dunn knows there has to be a
catch. There always is. But when a sexy stranger offers a night of fun, she throws
caution to the wind. Kendall Squires is a fascinating woman who knows just what to
say to get what she wants. That should have been Abby's clue that Kendall would
know what not to say, as well, and she shouldn't have been surprised when she
learns Kendall is married. Abby knows she has to put that night behind her, but can
she ever really forget a woman like Kendall Squires?

Traitor: The Case of Benedict Arnold
This majestic new biography of James Madison explores the astonishing story of a
man of vaunted modesty who audaciously changed the world. Among the Founding
Fathers, Madison was a true genius of the early republic. Outwardly reserved,
Madison was the intellectual driving force behind the Constitution and crucial to its
ratification. His visionary political philosophy and rationale for the union of statesso eloquently presented in The Federalist papers-helped shape the country
Americans live in today.

The Constitution Decoded
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A collection containing 3 autobiographical works by President Theodore Roosevelt,
including The Autobiography of Theodore Roosevelt, The Rough Riders, and
Throught the Brazilian Wilderness

The Cabin Faced West
It's Christmas Eve, and Louis's favorite stuffed animal, Lamb, couldn't be more
excited. While Louis is asleep, Lamb tiptoes downstairs and climbs into Santa's
great big bag of presents. Inside is a magical world, filled with new friends: other
toys waiting to be delivered as gifts. But soon Lamb starts to miss Louis, and he
worries he will never make his way back home. Fortunately, Santa is there to save
the day, and Louis is just a short sleigh ride away. Tim Jessell's exuberant art and
Kristin Kladstrup's lively writing create a Christmastime world that you won't want
to leave.

Why Not, Lafayette?
Traces the life of the French nobleman who fought for democracy in revolutions in
both the United States and France.

Mixed Up Love
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Benedict Arnold always carried things too far. As a boy he did crazy things like
climbing atop a burning roof and picking a fight with the town constable. As a
soldier, he was even more reckless. He was obsessed with being the leader and the
hero in every battle, and he never wanted to surrender. He even killed his own
horse once rather than give it to the enemy. Where did the extremism lead Arnold?
To treason. America's most notorious traitor is brought to life as Jean Fritz relays
the engrossing story of Benedict Arnold -- a man whose pride, ambition, and selfrighteousness drove him to commit the heinous crime of treason against the
United States during the American Revolution. “A highly entertaining biography
illuminating the personality of a complex man.” —Horn Book “A gripping story. . .
As compelling as a thriller, the book also shines as history.” —Publishers Weekly An
ALA Notable Book A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the Year A
School Library Journal Best Book of the Year An ABA Pick of the Lists A Horn Book
Fanfare Title

The Road to Madison
From the former CEO of Ogilvy & Mather, the first biography of advertising
maverick David Ogilvy Famous for his colorful personality and formidable intellect,
David Ogilvy left an indelible mark on the advertising world, transforming it into a
dynamic industry full of passionate, creative individuals. This first-ever biography
traces Ogilvy's remarkable life, from his short-lived college education and
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undercover work during World War II to his many successful years in New York
advertising. Ogilvy's fascinating life and career make for an intriguing study from
both a biographical and a business standpoint. The King of Madison Avenue is
based on a wealth of material from decades of working alongside the advertising
giant, including a large collection of photos, memos, recordings, notes, and
extensive archives of Ogilvy's personal papers. The book describes the creation of
some of history's most famous advertising campaigns, such as: * "The man in the
Hathaway shirt" with his aristocratic eye patch * "The man from Schweppes is
here" with Commander Whitehead, the elegant bearded Brit, introducing tonic
water (and "Schweppervesence") to the U.S. * Perhaps the most famous
automobile headline of all time--"At 60 miles an hour the loudest noise in this new
Rolls-Royce comes from the electric clock." * "Pablo Casals is coming home--to
Puerto Rico." Ogilvy said this campaign, which helped change the image of a
country, was his proudest achievement. * And his greatest (if less recognized)
sales success--"DOVE creams your skin while you wash." Roman also carries
Ogilvy's message into the present day, showing the contemporary relevance of the
bottom-line focus for which his business ventures are remembered, and how this
approach is still key for professionals in the modern advertising world.

The Little Big Things
Join your favorite My Little Pony characters on a coloring adventure. Embark on an
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unforgettable coloring journey with the Mane 6! In this beautifully illustrated
coloring book featuring detailed black-and-white line illustrations, you’ll color in
your favorite pony pals and meet new friends and foes from My Little Pony: The
Movie. Follow along as these pony friends go on a quest to use the magic of
friendship and save Equestria. With wonderful pictures, patterns, and borders to be
colored in, this is the perfect book for grown-up pony fans.

Unforgettable
The shocking, never-before-told story of the bizarre world inside the legendary
Playboy Mansion—and, finally, the secret truth about the man who holds the
key—from one of the few people who truly knows: Hef’s former #1 girlfriend and
star of The Girls Next Door A spontaneous decision at age twenty-one transformed
small-town Oregon girl Holly Sue Cullen into Holly Madison, Hugh Hefner’s #1
girlfriend. But like Alice’s journey into Wonderland, after Holly plunged down the
rabbit hole, what seemed like a fairytale life inside the Playboy Mansion—including
A-list celebrity parties and her own #1-rated television show for four years—quickly
devolved into an oppressive routine of strict rules, manipulation, and battles with
ambitious, backstabbing bunnies. Life inside the notorious Mansion wasn’t a dream
at all—and quickly became her nightmare. After losing her identity, her sense of
self-worth, and her hope for the future, Holly found herself sitting alone in a
bathtub contemplating suicide. But instead of ending her life, Holly chose to take
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charge of it. In this shockingly candid and surprisingly moving memoir, this
thoughtful and introspective woman opens up about life inside the Mansion, the
drugs, the sex, the abuse, the infamous parties, and her real behind-the-scenes life
with Bridget, Kendra, and, of course, Mr. Playboy himself. With great courage, Holly
shares the details of her subsequent troubled relationship, landing her own
successful television series, and the hard work of healing, including her turn on
Dancing with the Stars. A cautionary tale and a celebration of personal
empowerment, Down the Rabbit Hole reminds us of the importance of fighting for
our dreams—and finding the life we deserve.

Eleven Madison Park
From the world’s #1 dining destination, New York’s three-Michelin-starred
restaurant Eleven Madison Park, comes a limited edition, signed and numbered,
two-volume collection of more than 100 stories and watercolors (volume 1), and
more than 100 recipes and food photographs (volume 2), from celebrated chef
Daniel Humm and restaurateur Will Guidara. Daniel Humm and his business
partner, Will Guidara, have made an indelible mark on the global dining scene with
their award-winning restaurants The NoMad and Eleven Madison Park, which
recently claimed the number one slot on the World's 50 Best Restaurants list. In
their latest impressive contribution to high-end cookbooks, Humm and Guidara
reflect on the last eleven years at Eleven Madison Park, the period in which this
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singular team garnered scores of accolades, including four stars from the New York
Times, three Michelin stars, seven James Beard Foundation awards, and for Chef
Humm, the 2015 chefs’ choice award from a worldwide jury of his peers. In two
highly appointed volumes, the authors share more than 100 recipes, stunning
photographs, lush watercolor illustrations, and—for the very first time—personal
stories from Chef Humm describing his unparalleled culinary journey and
inspiration. Only 11,000 copies of this deluxe slipcase collection have been printed,
and each edition is numbered and hand signed by the authors.

Firmin
A biography of the brilliant southern general who gained the nickname Stonewall
by his stand at Bull Run during the Civil War.

The Idea of a Party System
The accolades speak for themselves:"Fritz draws the readers into scenes from her
youth in the turbulent China of the mid-twenties. One comes to appreciate the
generous affection of her nurse/companion Lin Nai-Nai, the isolating distance in her
mother's grief over losing a second child, the dynamics of a suffering population
venting its hostility on foreigners, and most of all, the loneliness of a child's exile
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from a homeland she has imagined constantly but never seen.A remarkable blend
of truth and storytelling." --Booklist, starred review"An insightful memory's-eyeview of her childhoodYoung Jean is a strong character, and many of her reactions
to people and events are timeless and universal." --School Library Journal, starred
review"Told with an abundance of humor--sometimes wry, sometimes mischievous
and irreverent--the story is vibrant with atmosphere, personalities, and a palpable
sense of place." --The Horn Book"Every now and then a book comes along that
makes me want to send a valentine to its author. Homesick is such a book.Pungent
and delicious." --Katherine Paterson, The Washington Post

Greece
In the basement of a Boston bookstore, Firmin is born in a shredded copy
Finnegans Wake, nurtured on a diet of Zane Grey, Lady Chatterley’s Lover, and
Jane Eyre (which tastes a lot like lettuce). While his twelve siblings gnaw these
books obliviously, for Firmin the words, thoughts, deeds, and hopes—all the
literature he consumes—soon consume him. Emboldened by reading, intoxicated
by curiosity, foraging for food, Firmin ventures out of his bookstore sanctuary,
carrying with him all the yearnings and failings of humanity itself. It’s a lot to ask of
a rat—especially when his home is on the verge of annihilation. A novel that is by
turns hilarious, tragic, and hopeful, Firmin is a masterpiece of literary imagination.
For here, a tender soul, a vagabond and philosopher, struggles with mortality and
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meaning—in a tale for anyone who has ever feasted on a book…and then had to
turn the final page. NOTE: This edition does not include illustrations.

Down the Rabbit Hole
A biographical novel about Dolley Madison, the charismatic First Lady who, in the
War of 1812, rescued a portrait of George Washington from the walls of a White
House that was being burned by the British

Bully for You, Teddy Roosevelt!
It all begins with a strange coin on a sun-warmed sidewalk. Jane finds the coin, and
becasue she and her sblings are having the worst, most dreadfully boring summer
ever, she idly wishes something exciting would happen. And something does: Her
wish is granted. Or not quite. Only half of her wish comes true. It turns out the coin
grants wishes—but only by half, so that you must wish for twice as much as you
want. Wishing for two times some things is a cinch, but other doubled wishes only
cause twice as much trouble. What is half of twice a talking cat? Or to be half-again
twice not-here? And how do you double your most heartfelt wish, the one you care
about so much it has to be perfect?
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Stonewall
Hunter When my business partner asked me to do him a favor, I had no idea he
was sending me on a blind date his mother arranged for him. I walked in the bar,
saw the woman drinking her third martini, and knew I was in for an eventful night.
After the unexpected second date, she didn't know my real name or who I really
was. By that time, the lie was too far gone, and I wanted her too much to admit the
truth. Laney It's not every day you find out your ex-boyfriend is engaged. I
shouldn't have agreed to the blind date. My mother insisted, and I wasn't in any
position to turn down a night out. I will admit, I definitely shouldn't have ordered
that fourth martini before said blind date even arrived. The man turned out to be
swoon worthy, handsome, condescending-a perfect distraction. Then I found out he
was a liar. I've never been in over my head to this degree. Then again, I've never
been mixed up in love before.

The Great Little Madison
The Bridges of Madison County
Today's preeminent biographer for young people brings to life our colorful 26th
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president. Conservationist, hunter, family man, and politician, Teddy Roosevelt
commanded the respect and admiration of many who marveled at his energy,
drive and achievements. An ALA Notable Book. A School Library Journal Best Book
of the Year.
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